MOHAMMED   AND   CHARLEMAGNE
the'service of Rome. Thus the Empire, on its frontiers, became
Germanized in respect of blood; but not otherwise, for all who
entered the Empire became Romanized.1 All these Germans who
entered the Empire did so to serve it and to enjoy its advantages.
They felt for it all the respect of the Barbarian for civilization.
No sooner did they enter it than they adopted its language, and
also its religion: that is to say, Christianity, after the 4th century;
and in becoming Christians, in losing their national gods, and
frequenting the same churches, they gradually merged into the
population of the Empire.
Before long almost the entire army was composed of Barbarians;
and many of them, like the Vandal, Stilicho, the Goth, Gainas,
and the Suevian, Ricimer, achieved fame as soldiers of the Empire.2
2. The Invasions
As we know, in the course of the 5th century die Roman Empire
lost its Western territories to the Germanic Barbarians,
This was not the first time that the Empire had been attacked
by the Germans. The menace was of long standing, and it was to
guard against it that the military frontier Rhino-Danube limes
had been established. It had sufficed to defend the Empire until the
3rd century; but after the first great assault of the Barbarians it
had been necessary to abandon the old comfortable confidence
and to adopt a defensive attitude, reforming the army by reducing
the size of its units in order to render them more mobile; and
finally it consisted almost entirely of Barbarian mercenaries.3
1	However, in 370 or 375 (?) a law of Valentinian and Valens prohibited
marriages between Provintiales and Gentiles, under penalty of death (Cofa
Theod.> m, 14, I). Cf. p. lot, Les Invasions germaniques, Paris, 1935 (Bifal
hist.}, p. 168.
2	AIBERTOI, op. df.,p. 412; p. LOT, PESTER AND GANSHO*, HistolfC i* M0ytn
Age,Vol I, pp. 79-90,inl'histomb generaxbpublished under the direction
of g. giotz. Even under Theodositis, Aibogast was "master of the soldier).*'
C£ lot, ibiT., p. 2$.
8 AUBERTM, op. dt., p. 332.
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